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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a non-volatile stochastic
computing (SC) scheme using voltage-controlled magnetic tunnel
junction (VC-MTJ) and negative differential resistance (NDR).
The proposed design includes a VC-MTJ based true stochastic bit
stream generator and VC-MTJ and NDR based stochastic adder,
multiplier, register, which are experimentally demonstrated using
60nm VC-MTJ and CMOS NDR connected on die. These components are then used to realize FIR filter and AdaBoost (machinelearning algorithm). 3X - 37X energy advantage is shown for the
proposed SC compared with CMOS binary arithmetic ASIC and
SC designs.
Index Terms—Non-volatile, voltage-controlled magnetic tunnel
junction, negative differential resistance, stochastic computing

I. I NTRODUCTION
As CMOS technology is approaching its fundamental limitation, the improvement of traditional computing system faces
many challenges including the conflicts among the limitation of memory bandwidth [1], performance, requirement of
increased computing resources (e.g., number of cores) and
stringent power and thermal constraints. Alternative accelerators and non-volatile memory (NVM) based computing
are potential solutions to sustain the continuous technology
development due to their low power, computing efficiency, and
memory persistence [2–9] allowing efficient power gating.
As a class of accelerators, stochastic computing (SC) [10–
12] intrinsically has great advantageous energy-efficiency due
to very simple hardware implementation for logic operations such as addition and multiplication. Applications which
doesn’t rely on precise computation can potentially benefit
from the use of SC in terms of energy efficiency, speed and
high fault tolerance, e.g., digital signal processing applications,
machine learning, and neural network [13]. Recently, early
evaluation of SC designs using stochastic NVM like memristors [14–16] and all spin logics [17], have shown significant
improvement in energy efficiency.
However, challenges exist in the adaption of SC designs
into modern computing systems. For example, NVM based SC
designs like [14] introduce additional memory read and write
to feed and fetch data from CMOS logic unit, moreover, the
endurance limitation and high write voltage are not compatible
with on-chip system. SC designed by all spin logic [17] has
reliability and efficiency concerns on the spin channels, and
design challenges of stochastic bit streams generator (SBSG).
CMOS SC uses Linear-feedback shift register (LFSR) to

Fig. 1: Multiplication and addition using unipolar and bipolar encoded
SBS. Unipolar coding represents decimal number ranging in [0,1],
while bipolar coding is for decimal number in [-1,1]. The SC
computations are bit-wise, where corresponding bits in two input
SBS are operated using the AND, MUX, or XNOR gates.

generate stochastic bit streams (SBS), which consumes high
energy and offsets the benefit brought by SC [13].
In this paper, we propose a practical non-volatile (NV) computing system using stochastic logic built by voltage-controlled
magnetic tunnel junctions (VC-MTJs) [18, 19] and CMOS
based negative differential resistance (NDR). VC-MTJ is one
of the fastest and lowest-power emerging NVM technology,
where a state switching takes < 1ns, with switching energy
< 1f J. Unlike traditional NV logic and SC using NVM as
additional data backup, where computation is still in CMOS
logic units, the proposed system directly computes data on
VC-MTJs, eliminating the need for the memory read and
write and communication between NVM and CMOS logic.
Thus, the proposed computing architecture is intrinsically fast
and energy-efficient. In addition, VC-MTJ and NDR enable
the design of robust SBSG, which generates truly random
SBS with least design challenge. The NDR and MTJ based
logic operations using 60nm in-house built VC-MTJs [20] and
CMOS NDR are demonstrated.
Our contributions are summarized as follows.
•
•
•

•

We proposed deterministic VC-MTJ write.
WE proposed VC-MTJ and NDR based SC logic.
We proposed a practical true SBSG design using VCMTJ and NDR. The design is as precise as CMOS LFSR
SBSG but consumes 55X less energy.
We evaluate VC-MTJ and NDR based SC, which has 225X and 4-37X better energy-efficiency than binary ASIC
and CMOS SC respectively for different applications and
computing precisions.

VC−MTJ Write with Different Write Voltages

Fig. 2: VCMA-induced precessional switching. A positive (negative)
voltage on a VC-MTJ reduces (increases) the energy barrier separating the two magnetization states. V = Vc leads to a full energy barrier
reduction, and precessional switching is conducted by magnetic field
provided by buried layer. Same write pulse is used for the symmetric
two switching directions.
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This paper is outlined as follows. In Section II, we introduce
SC, VC-MTJ, NDR, and the interaction of NDR and VCMTJ. In Section III, we describe operations in the VC-MTJ
SC design. In Section IV, we describe the SBSG built by VCMTJ and NDR. In Section V, we evaluate the proposed SC for
finite impulse response (FIR) filter and Adaboost design [21],
and compared with CMOS binary and CMOS SC designs. The
paper is concluded in Section VI.
II. VC-MTJ AND NDR IN SC
SC [10–12] uses the fraction of “1”s in an SBS to represent a fraction number. Two common encoding methods are
unipolar and bipolar. For a unipolar encoded SBS, the fraction
of “1“s is the represented number, e.g., 6 “1”s out of 8 bits is
0.75. By contrast, in a n-bit bipolar encoding, a number with m
‘1“s represents m/n − 1/2. SC computation using SBS is bitwise. As shown in Fig. 1, the multiplication of unipolar SBS
is implemented by an AND gate, while that of bipolar SBS is
implemented by an XNOR gate. Scaled addition is commonly
used in SC instead of normal addition for hardware simplicity,
which is implemented by a MUX with an selection SBS (4/8
in Fig. 1b) for both unipolar and bipolar encoding..
Due to the bit-wise computing nature, SC is robust to most
hardware failures and soft errors, where limited bit false flips
are tolerable. Moreover, parallelism of SC is straightforward
that can be done by duplicating logic functions. Nevertheless,
the hardware resource linearly increases with application precision, which is determined by SBS length. In addition, SC
computation inherently has non-deterministic output, e.g., up
to 3 · 10−4 output variation in a 1024-bit XNOR operation.
The variation is higher for operands close to 0.5, and hence
can be mitigated by avoiding using such numbers [13].
A. VC-MTJ
VC-MTJ is a resistive memory device, whose resistance is
determined by the magnetization directions of two ferromagnetic layers. The direction of one layer is fixed (with respect to
reference layer) while the other one can be switched (referred
to free layer). Low and high resistance states (LRS and
HRS) are obtained by changing the magnetic directions into
parallel (P state) or anti-parallel (AP state) respectively. The
resistance difference is quantified by tunnel magnetoresistance
ratio (TMR, defined as (RH − RL )/RL ), where VC-MTJ’s
TMR of over 150% has been demonstrated.
VC-MTJ is a uni-polar memory technology, which is
switched by one-directional voltage pulse. Fig. 2 shows the
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Fig. 3: Simulated switching probability (a) and switching error rate
(b) as functions of pulse width for different write voltages using an
experimentally verified model in [22, 23].

voltage-controlled magnetic anistropy (VCMA) effect in VCMTJs. The energy barrier (EB ) separates two stable states of
the free layer magnetization (pointing up and down). When a
positive voltage is applied across the VC-MTJ, EB decreases
due to VCMA effect, and as voltage reaches Vc (about 1V),
precessional switching is fully activated when the energy
barrier is close to 0. The magnetization direction spins fast
(< 1ns for 180o degree) in precessional switching. If a long
pulse is applied, the magnetization is finally aligned with
horizontal external magnetic field after several turns.
1) VC-MTJ write: A successful switching alternates the
MTJ state by controlling pulse width to the half of switching
cycle. A switching error may occur if applied voltage is
not sufficient or the pulse width mismatches the processional
switching cycle [22, 24]. Fig. 3 illustrates the switching behavior of VC-MTJ. With appropriate write voltage (e.g., 1.075V
to 1.125V), a switching can be completed in 700 to 800
ps pulse with error rate < 10−10 . The switching probability
converges to 0.5 with long pulse, where other resistive NVM
with stochastic write converge to 1, e.g., memristor and spintransfer-torque MTJ. The convergence to 0.5 is the key for
efficient SBSG design (section IV). The convergence is faster
with lower voltage (e.g., the 5ns convergence time for 0.8750.925V) for that damping field is not fully removed.
Thanks to the voltage (electric field) induced switching, VCMTJ is generally designed with thick MgO layer, which leads
to high resistance (> 200kΩ) and hence reduces write leakage
current and energy. Every VC-MTJ switching consumes about
1f J, which results in the lowest energy among existing NVM
[18]. Please note that, with low write current, switching
effect induced by current (e.g., STT) is minimized, creating
symmetric switching for HRS → LRS and LRS → HRS.
2) VC-MTJ read: A VC-MTJ read signal uses the reversed
bias direction of the write (i.e., positive voltage is applied
on the cathode), which increases energy barrier and device

Fig. 4: (a) The symbol, (b) CMOS design, and (c) I-V characteristic
of an negative differential resistance.
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Fig. 5: (a) Series connection of a VC-MTJ and NDR device. (b)
NDR (solid line) and VC-MTJ current (dashed lines) as a function
of voltage drop on NDR (VN DR ). Three possible solutions exist for
HRS, where the left and right ones are stable, while the middle one
is unstable. In the beginning of our designs, the VN DR always starts
from 0 which guarantees the solution starts at the left one (high
current). For the LRS, only one low current solution exists.
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Fig. 7: (a) The current solution change of serially connected NDR and
VC-MTJ with VC-MTJ switching from high resistance to LRS. (b)
The simulated VC-MTJ write curves for two directions. The HRS →
LRS switching is assisted by NDR, in which voltage on VC-MTJ
turns to 0 automatically upon resistance decreases to read NDR peak
current. The LRS → HRS switching is prohibited by NDR.

stability (Section 2), leading to non-destructive read [25].

VC-MTJ deterministically without NDR, a read operation is
required firstly, and then the subsequent switching pulse is
waived if the MTJ is already in target state [22, 27].
With the assistance of NDR, deterministic write from HRS
to LRS is achieved by serially connecting VC-MTJ and NDR
like Fig. 6a. The NDR-MTJ current solution changes when an
VC-MTJ switching from HRS to LRS as shown in Fig. 7a. For
a HRS-to-LRS switching, MTJ-NDR starts at the high-current
solution when a write voltage is applied, then the current
increases with decreasing VC-MTJ resistance, but suddenly
drops to Ivalley after reaching NDR peak current (i.e., VCMTJ resistance line passes over the NDR peak). Reversely, if
VC-MTJ is initially in LRS, when a voltage is applied, the
NDR quickly goes to and stays at the valley region (in about
0.1ns) with most voltage dropped on it, and the remaining
voltage on VC-MTJ cannot trigger precessional switching.
This indicates that the NDR can precisely control write
pulse in programming VC-MTJ from HRS to LRS and
prohibits the switching from LRS to HRS, which creates
a deterministic write for HRS to LRS. The write process is
simulated in Fig. 7b. The switching error rate for the deterministic write is illustrated in Fig. 8a. Compared with Fig. 3,
NDR significant relaxes the precise pulse width requirement.
In addition, with NDR, the switching rate from LRS to HRS
is prohibited to < 10−10 (the simulation accuracy), which
is lower than the SC natural computing error rate in SC (∼
0.0001).
We have experimentally demonstrated the NDR’s functionality on 60nm VC-MTJs with NMOS built NDR. The 60nm
VC-MTJ’s LRS and HRS resistance are 240 kΩ and 320 kΩ
respectively. As Fig. 8b shows, when the VC-MTJ switches,
the current suddenly drops from 1.2 µA to 25 nA with
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Fig. 6: (a) NDR-assisted switching and read. (b) Simulated waveforms of a NDR-assisted read.
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B. Negative Differential Resistance and VC-MTJ
In the proposed non-volatile stochastic computing. negative
differential resistance (NDR) [26] works as logic elements
which directly interact with VC-MTJ based registers. An
NDR element with a 3T CMOS circuit and corresponding I-V
characteristics are shown in Fig. 4. This NDR circuit has three
terminals (IN, OUT, and BIAS). With a non-zero voltage (0.8V
in our design) on the BIAS, the current through IN and OUT
(IN DR ) behaves like Fig. 4b, where a negative differential
resistance exists between the peak and valley. When 0 voltage
is on BIAS, the NDR behaves as an OFF transistor. This circuit
is capable of low Vpeak (< 0.1V) and highly tunable Ipeak and
peak-to-valley current ratio (PVR). We have demonstrated this
structure experimentally using NMOS transistors on a single
die. We are able to tune the peak current from the nA to µA
range with a peak voltage of 0.25V while achieving PVR in
excess of 1,000.
As is seen in Fig. 5, by placing an NDR element in series
with a VC-MTJ and choosing Ipeak between RH and RL
lines of the VC-MTJ, a high current is obtained (the left green
solid dot) when VC-MTJ is in HRS and a close-to-0 current is
obtained (right blue solid dot) otherwise. This feature enables
logic operations using MTJ in the proposed SC.
1) Non-destructive VC-MTJ read with NDR: Given that
a reversed voltage increases the energy barrier of VC-MTJ
and stabilizes the state rather than destroys it, a high voltage
(VCC ) is allowed for read. In a NDR-assisted read, the NDR
is serially connected with the VC-MTJ as shown in Fig. 6a.
We simulated the read process in Fig. 6a with 0.9V Vcc , the
VN DR has full voltage difference for HRS and LRS.
2) Deterministic VC-MTJ write with NDR: The VC-MTJ
has symmetric switching between two resistance states, which
uses same pulse in VC-MTJ based memory. To switch an
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Fig. 8: (a) Switching error rate of NDR-assisted VC-MTJ write from
HRS to LRS. The LRS → HRS switching rate is < 10−10 , which
is not shown. (b) Experimentally measured MTJ-NDR current change
in a VC-MTJ switching from HRS to LRS.

Fig. 9: VC-MTJ and NDR built SC logic operations. Where a long low-voltage pulse is used to randomize VC-MTJ states, and a short highvoltage pulse is used to switch VC-MTJ states. Every VC-MTJ array stores an SBS. All VC-MTJs in an array are computed simultaneously
for throughput and design efficiency purpose. Please note that the XNOR gate directly changes the array Y’s data to X ⊕ Y .

voltage on VC-MTJ changing 64X. This current termination
demonstrates the deterministic NDR-assisted write, and the
possibility to output large read-out voltage swing .
C. Reliability of NDR-assisted Write and Read
The PVR and variation of peak current are trade-off in NDR
design optimization, which are mainly affected by transistor
threshold voltage (Vt ) variation. The peak current is usually
only sensitive to one transistor’s Vt . For the PVR of 10, 10%
peak current change is seen with 25 mV Vt shift. With error
rate of 10−3 allowed for a 256-bit SC, ∼ 100 mV Vt variation
can be tolerated, which is beyond 5σ of Vt change [28].
III. VC-MTJ BASED O PERATIONS IN S TOCHASTIC
C OMPUTING
Addition, subtraction, and multiplication are the basic
stochastic logic operations [10–12]. Other operations including
division are derived from addition and multiplication, which
are usually not as efficient as addition and multiplications.
The VC-MTJ SC uses the same logic operations as CMOS
for SC computing, including AND for unipolar coding multiplications, MUX for scaled addition, XNOR for bipolar
multiplication (see Fig. 1). However, the contributions in this
paper are MTJ-NDR based SC logic gates and registers, where
SBS are directly stored and computed in VC-MTJs. We have
designed logic operations including AND, MUX, and XNOR,
SBS generation, threshold function (e.g., activation used in
machine learning application), and other operations allowing
VC-MTJ to move data like dynamic flip flop (DFF) i.e., copy
and reset. In the remaining of the paper, HRS is recognized
as 1 state, while LRS is 0 state for simplicity. The designed
logic operations are shown in Fig. 9. All operations are based
on the experimentally demonstrated VC-MTJ switching [20],
NDR-assisted write and read (see Section II).

OP 1-3 are based on simple write and read as explained
in section II. OP4 generates a random bit stream with 50%
of “1”s, based on the observation in Fig. 2 that a long write
pulse leads to an VC-MTJ switching probability to 50%. The
convergence to 50% probability takes about 5ns for write
voltage between 0.875 V and 0.925 V. To accomplish OP 5-9,
a reset must be performed firstly on the output VC-MTJ array.
OP5 (OP6) combines read and flip (randomization) operations,
which results in a copy (scaled copy) operation. In OP7, NDR
is sized or biased to differentiate the highest series resistance
combination from two VC-MTJs. Two serially connected 1state VC-MTJs (in array x and y) allow NDR to stay at low
voltage bias, thus the PMOS is turned on, and a short pulse
passes to switch the corresponding output MTJ to 1. When
two read VC-MTJs are in other states, NDR is in the valley,
drops most voltage, turns off the PMOS, so that output MTJ
stays 0 state. This design completes an AND operation. OP8
is a scaled addition with a selection array (array s) selecting
corresponding data from array x and y to be copied to z array.
OP9 is a NDR XNOR gate, the VC-MTJ in array y is flipped
for corresponding “0” in x. OP10 is an activation function
for machine learning applications. When the number of 1state VC-MTJs is over a threshold, “1” is output. It needs a
large sized NDR (e.g., with 2 mA peak current) for judging
the parallel resistance of a VC-MTJ array. The proposed logic
operations are significantly cheaper than corresponding CMOS
ones. One NDR contains only three minimal sized transistors,
whereas a CMOS DFF has 14-20 transistors.
The VC-MTJ and NDR based logic operations are simulated
with 60nm verified VC-MTJ model [22, 23] and 45nm SOI
library. The energy and delay are listed in Table I.
TABLE I: Simulated energy per bit and delay of VC-MTJ-NDR based
logic operations. Interconnect and fan-out load is considered.
Energy (fJ)
Delay (ns)

Fig. 10: Removing correlation using shuffle operation for SBS2 .

Energy (fJ)
Delay (ns)

read
1.01
0.7
scaled copy
15.2
5

flip
2.57
1
AND
5.23
1.8

reset
1.79
1
addition
3.74
1.2

rand
16.5
5
XNOR
3.53
1

copy
3.34
1
activation
1.16
5

(a)
(b)
Fig. 11: (a) The schematic of a pipe-lined SBS generator with binary fraction input A[n-1:0], B[n-1:0], and C[n-1:0]. n VC-MTJ arrays
(every one stores an SBS) are divided into even and odd groups based on the index. At every cycle (10ns), one group is written according to
the read-out of the other group. Output SBS is generated every two cycles because of the pipe-line. (b) Simulated waveforms of two-cycle
SBS generation. The MTJs in SBS0 are written in the first cycle (write even: high, while the MTJs in SBS1 are written in the second
cycle (write odd: low) with the read-out from SBS0 .

An SC operation with two correlated SBS would result in an
unwanted false output. Thus eliminating correlations between
computed SBS is important to maintain SC accuracy. This
can be solved by shuffling the bits of a stochastic number.
One example in Fig 10 shows how a simple shuffle/shift
removes SBS correlation between the input and output. Please
note that this correction can be done by simply changing the
interconnects, which results in no hardware overhead.
IV. S TOCHASTIC B IT S TREAM G ENERATOR
SBSG has been recognized as the bottleneck of previous SC
works [13, 17]. CMOS LFSR based generator consumes high
energy, while other stochastic memory based generators, e.g.,
memristor [14] and STt-MTJ [29], suffer from challenges of
creating precise bias voltage for accurate switching probability.
Utilizing the operations in Section III, we propose a practical
true SBSG with VC-MTJ and NDR. This SBSG does not have
precision limitation and design challenge.
As explained in Section II and III, when a long pulse is
applied on VC-MTJ, its switches to 1 with 50% probability.
We utilize this feature to translate n-bit binary fraction floating
number IN[n-1:0] to SBS[2n -1:0]. One example is illustrated
in Fig. 12. The process starts from the least significant bit
IN[0]. If IN[0] is 1, the first array SBS0 is randomized to
0.5, otherwise to 0. Then upon the next bit, if IN[1] is 0, an
scaled copy (i.e., OP6 in Fig. 9, where the ”1”s have 50% to
be copied to the next SBS) is performed from SBS0 to SBS1 ,

Fig. 12: An SBS generation example. The input 0.101 (binary) is
translated to SBS (01101011).

and otherwise a copy and rand is performed (i.e., the ”1”s in
SBS0 are copied to SBS1 , the remaining ”0”s in SBS1 are then
randomized). The scaled copy obtains half of the origin SBS
number, while the copy and rand obtains half of the origin
SBS number plus 0.5. In other words, the previous MTJ array
is half copied to the current array, whether a 0.5 is added
depends on corresponding bit in IN. This process continues
and obtains output at step n (e.g., n=8 for a 256-bit SBS) The
generation can be pipe-lined such that an SBS is generated at
every clock cycle. In addition, there is no correlation between
consequent SBS.
The schematic of an pipe-lined SBS generator is shown
in Fig. 11a. Every VC-MTJ array stores an SBS. The VCMTJ arrays are divided into even and odd groups according
to the index. At every cycle, write operations are performed
in one group using the data read from the other group and
input binary fraction number A, B, C. The write even and
write odd take turn to select group to read or write. A
reset operation (controlled by reset signal) and an SBS array
operation (scaled copy and copy and rand) are performed
in every clock cycle. Input A, B, C are shifted in the registers
in sequence. Output is generated every two clock cycles.
Two-cycle SPICE simulated waveforms are shown in Fig
11b. In the first cycle, write even is high, and an VC-MTJs
at SBS0 is firstly reset and then randomized because input
B[0] is 1. In the second cycle, write odd is high, and a reset
pulse on 0-state VC-MTJ at SBS1 is prohibited by the NDR,
and then the VC-MTJ is switched by a copy operation since
its corresponding VC-MTJ at SBS0 is in 1.
In the proposed SBSG, every bit generation involves 9n
transistors, whereas the CMOS LFSR generator involves n
DFFs (12-20 transistors in a DFF), many computing logic
gates, and a n-bit comparator (about 4n logic gates). Thanks
to the efficiency of VC-MTJ and the generation scheme, the
VC-MTJ based SBSG saves 55X energy compared with the
synthesized CMOS LFSR based generator (see Section V).

(a)

VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a practical NV SC and a truly
random SBSG built by VC-MTJ and NDR. The functionality of the NV SC logic gates is based on experimentally
demonstrated NDR-assisted VC-MTJ write and read. The
proposed SBSG design consumes 55X lower energy than
CMOS LFSR based SBSG. For applications including FIR
and Adaboost, the proposed SC is 3-25X and 4-37X more
energy-efficient compared with CMOS binary and CMOS SC
designs respectively.
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